
"You're off to great places!
Today is your day!

Your mountain is waiting,so.....get on your
way!"

 
We,at Bal Bhawan School ardently believe in
inculcating the ethos of kindling the spark of

imagination and creativity in the students.
 

Continuing with this legacy of learning through
experience,the students had a delightful time

engrossed in various Class Activities in the
month of July.

 
We bring you the glimpses of  glittering myriad

of activities,competitions,Art Integrated
Activities,Special Assemblies etc  held in July!
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Everyone who lives in a community can be a
community helper.

Community helpers are very important; they
keep the community safe and healthy, they

make life better for,the people in the
community, and help the community function

more efficiently.  
It is a well-stated fact that without community
living, our survival would be much difficult for

we depend on each other for so many things.
To highlight this essential part of living , Bal

Bhawan School organised a Special Assembly 
 on “School Community Helpers” on  Tuesday
19th July 2022 which enriched and helped the

students to learn about and respect the unsung
heroes i.e.  the community helpers.

Our Grade 1 students appreciated and thanked
the Community Helpers for always being there

and playing an important part in  making
everyone's life easy. 

REAL STRENGTH HAS TO DO
WITH HELPING OTHERS 

GRADE
1



After a long spell of summer and to enjoy
the onset of the rainy season with a
relaxing mood, Westwind Kindergarten
and Grade 1, celebrated the Blue Day  on
13th July 2022.

Children  came dressed up in different
shades of blue,they brought blue  things,
blue food items and blue pictures 

It was a day filled with entertaining
activities, fun-filled games , engrossing
stories and self made  takeaways. 

The children had a very relaxing and
exhilarating experience with different
hues of blue .

Blue is the colour Of nature,
The Sky Is Blue, The water Is

blue.This colour has a
soothing effect.

 BLUE DAY 



"The only way to learn Mathematics,is
to do Mathematics "

Grade 2 children had a wonderful  time using easily handled
objects like colours and icecream sticks to learn how Addition 

 works. 
These visual tools helped them to understand the concept of

Addition better.
They were overjoyed while doing calculations and learning new

vocabulary like 'all together' , 'put together', 'how many in all', 
 sum, total,  and plus. 

All the different activities made the children's addition learning
more fun.

GRADE
2



Our young Engineers of  Grade 2 indulged in a fun filled activity
where they got an opportunity to make a house using ORIGAMI ART 

and labelled its  different parts .They showed their imagination by
using different ways to colour and decorate the house. Everyone was

delighted after seeing such a creativity and variety .
The teacher also discussed  the importance of a house  with the

children.It was a refreshing and fun filled activity for everyone.

ORIGAMI IS FUN



Fun with
Nouns

The first week was celebrated with
great zeal and enthusiasm by the

students of Grade- 2 in Bal Bhawan
School.They were bubbling with joy

and excitement on their first day. 

 They enjoyed doing the English
activity Fun With Nouns in which

they made word webs of people they
met, places they visited, animals they

came across and things they
purchased/ate/used during their

summer vacations.



They made beautiful word webs using the
articles and by illustrating pictures of their

favourite common nouns.It was an
enriching experience for the young minds

to understand how to choose "a" or "an"
based on the sound of the word that follows
,which they will remember and apply it life

long.

FUN WITH

ARTICLES!!
�����

There is nothing better than applied
learning.Our BUDDING scholars of Grade

2 participated with great zeal and
enthusiasm in English Activity "Fun with
Articles" wherein they explored about the
two articles "a" and "an" and the vowel and

consonant sounds



TERRIFIC
TIGERS 

The students of Grade 2 participated in
the Special Assembly on the occasion of
International Tiger's Day.The assembly
commenced by an introduction on
tigers. The students shared the facts
related to tigers. They enacted a skit on
this largest member of the cat family.

��

They discussed about the tigers and their
importance. They also shook their legs
on a peppy number related to tigers
wearing their tiger masks. Overall they
enjoyed their participation as it was
their first Special Assembly where they
were involved whole heartedly for a
cause, that is creating awareness about
saving tigers.



'FOOD CHAIN-WHO
EATS WHOM'

Grade 3 students like to explore something new everyday ! 
The food chain is an important concept for students to

learn because it helps them understand the connections of
plants and animals.

Through an interactive activity ,students were able to
identify "who eats whom" and they were also able to define

a food chain and apply knowledge gained to create their
own food chains.

GRADE

3



A fun, hands-on sorting activity
was conducted for the innovative
scientists of Grade- 3  where they

discovered and identified different
herbivores,carnivores,and

omnivores on the basis of the food
they eat. 

 
 

Science Activity

This sorting activity
encouraged the children to
engage proactively with the

topic.
 
 
 

They had a wonderful
experience and great fun too !



"FUN DAY WITH COLOURS“

A Fun Day with COLOURS  was
celebrated in grade 3.  The

students dressed in beautifully
glowing colours reflecting just

how their spirits are all the
time-filled with fun and

enthusiasm.

They brought various attractive
objects and  toys in a variety of
colours. Teachers and children
spoke about the importance of 
 colours in our lives. Children
showed their enthusiasm in

mixing paints to get secondary
colours. It was an excellent

learning experience for children,
which enhanced their visual

discrimination and increased
their love for learning. 



Let's Travel to
Space 

With the aim to strengthen
the  knowledge about the
concept of heavenly bodies,
multifarious activities were
conducted amongst the
children of Class 3. The
students drew the heavenly
bodies and discussed about
the differences between the
Night Sky and the Day Sky.
An art activity ‘Let’s travel to
Space’ got children’s hands
on art while they drew
astronauts and spacecrafts.
They also made their own
constellations and named
them distinctively. Last but
not the least, a Solar System
hat with dangling planets
was made by children.It was
indeed an eventful week full
of learning with fun.



Animals and plants depend on each other and their
environment to survive. When their environment, or habitat,

changes or disappears, plants and animals may become
endangered. Keeping this wonderful thought in their minds,
our young saviours of Grade 4 prepared engrossing posters . 
They also wrote beautiful slogans to spread awareness about

the rapidly decreasing number of the endangered animals.

"We don’t own the planet Earth, we belong to it. And
we must share it with our wildlife.” – Steve Irwin

GRADE-4



As a writer, it's important to paint a
picture with your words. One of the best
ways to do this is through the use of the

five senses.By using taste, smell,
hearing, sight, and touch, you are

creating an opportunity for the reader to
develop an emotional connection to your

writing.
 

Students of Grade 4 wrote a
DESCRIPTIVE PARAGRAPH giving a
vivid and  detailed description of how
they spent a Rainy Day. The students

learnt how  to use language in an original
and creative way, to convey to the reader

a memorable image of what they are
describing.

DESCRIPTIVE WRITING



Art is an

irreplaceable way

of understanding

and expressing

the world. 

 A Graph Activity was
conducted in Grade 5

during the  Social Studies
period in which students 

 learnt to mark Coordinates
of different countries with

the help of Parallels and
Meridians on a graph

paper.
 

The students actively
participated in the

classroom activity and
understood the concept of
Latitudes and Longitudes.

 
The activity also

incorporated Integration
with Mathematics as the

students learnt to calculate
different degrees for

different location.

SST

GRAPH

ACTIVITY

GRADE-5
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It’s true that fun is just another word for learning. And this
makes more sense when we talk about some interesting Facts in

the form of Creative Writing.
To engage our kids productively during the English class,  we 

 planned a Fact File Presentation Activity for the Grade 5 
 enthusiasts.

The students engrossed  themselves in this fun-filled activity
based on the textbook lesson -My Early Days with Chimpanzees  

Students enjoyed the session and were all smiles sharing their
facts about chimps  with their fellow mates.

“What we learn with pleasure, we never forget”. - Alfred Mercier
FACT SHEET ON CHIMPS!



"We don’t own the planet Earth, we belong to
it. And we must share it with our wildlife.” 

 The threats posed to these
magnificent creatures were

also highlighted. The
enthusiasm shown by the

students was commendable.
After the event , many of the
students from the audience

also volunteered to share their
thoughts and reflections on

theknucklewalkers.This
surprise element and

eagerness added lot of
creativity and excitement in

the already enthusiastic
children.

WORLD CHIMPANZEE DAY

14th July is celebrated as the
World Chimpanzee Day. As a

Subject Enrichment Activity, a
marvellous and informative event

was conducted by the Grade 5
learners of Bal Bhawan School

wherein they shared all the facts
they learned about chimpanzees
from the autobiography of Jane

Goodall



If you cannot reduce,then reuse

They learned that it is an environmental
friendly way to reduce the amount of

plastic packaging that we throw from our
home everyday.It was indeed an 

 experiential learning for the students
where they imbibed the values of

managing the waste and cleanliness.

With the concept of reducing plastic waste and
keeping our mother earth clean, little

environmentalists of Grade 5 used the simplest
way to transform an average plastic bottle into

a beautiful planter



Profit and Loss is a part of life. To understand one of the most
important concepts of life, Grade 5 students performed an activity

in their Maths class.
As a part of experiential learning, students created their own 'Toy
and Stationery Shops' where they experienced the real buying and

selling .
Students learned how to do calculations quickly to find Profit and

Loss.They also learned about Handling Money using fake
notes.They created Bills to sell their toys.It was indeed a great

learning experience for them!!

MY TOY SHOP!! 



As a part of Inter Disciplinary Learning , A Comic Strip Making
Activity was conducted on the theme  "THE VIBRANT FESTIVALS

OF INDIA" for  the students of Grade 6 during their English
class,wherein they showcased their creative self with brilliance!

 
These exuberant scholars wrote dialogues on the various festivals

celebrated in Manipur, Nagaland and Madhya Pradesh.
Bringing you some pictures from the classroom:

"Activities are the shortest route between
children and their creative learning" 

VIBRANT FESTIVALS OF
INDIA

GRADE -6



A culmination programme of Grade-7 IDA
on the topic  Grow, Green Nations

was conducted in the month of July, 2022.
The programme started with a special

assembly on "Van Mahotsav— The Festival
of Trees" with a motto to spread the

message on importance of tree plantation.
A plethora of events flooded the stage,

beginning with a speech on the
significance of Van Mahotsava followed by
an insightful thought on Environment. To
convey the message in a more realistic and
effective manner,askit on 'Conservation of

forests' was also enacted. A mesmerizing
tribal song was performed by the students

to protect environment.
The students in the end took a pledge to
save environment, conserve water and

plant trees.The programme culminated by
the rendition of National Anthem.

Cut the
Greed, not
the Green

 
☘ 

GRADE-7



Keeping  this faith in democracy, of class VIII  effectively
performed and undertook the role of Member of
Parliament, Loksabha. Through this activity the students
were able to understand the functioning of Parliamentary
Democracy, tolerance towards other's views and the
responsibility of being a minister in a democratic setup.

"DEMOCRACY BELONGS TO THOSE WHO
EXERCISE IT. "

GRADE 8



Mathematics Is The Most
Beautiful And Powerful
Creation Of The Human
Spirit

 
Mathematic plays  an important role in

our day to day life with this objective ,an
hands on activity was conducted  on the
topic *Pair of Linear Equations in Two
Variables* for the students of class X.
Students participated to develop vital

future skills such as working
collaboratively, problem solving,critical
thinking. They also developed  a deeper

understanding of consistent and
inconsistent equations. Students

represented different conditions using
coloured papers and gave examples for

each type of equation. This activity
encouraged their curiosity and helped
them to retain their knowledge on the

given topic.

GRADE 10



Achievements 



*A dream doesn't become reality through magic; it takes
sweat, determination and hard work.*

 
A proud moment for Bal Bhawan School as three   of our

students of *Batch 2017-18* have successfully completed *CA -
Final ( May 2022)* in their first attempt.

Our star achievers:
1.*Shabbir Husain (All India Rank - 34)*

2. *Akshat Parakh* 
3. *Mishit Jain*

Congratulations 

A dream doesn't become reality through
magic; it takes sweat, determination and

hard work



Regional Museum of Natural History (Ministry of
Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Govt. of

India) had organised an Interschool Quiz competition
on  -  Snakes of India

to create awareness about snakes and their
conservation.

Following students participated in the quiz-:
1. Ishaque Malik XI Sc

2. Aaish Jaan Khan IX L
Team Bal Bhawan bagged 3rd position in the

Competition.
Students who accompanied them as Observers from

school were:-
1. Aliya Azam XII Sc
2. Zahra Khan XII Sc
3. Zeba Rizwi XII Sc

4. Hadi Faheem XI Sc
 5. Argho Biswas XI Sc

Heartiest congratulations 

"Success is achieved by ordinary people
with extraordinary determination. "



With extreme pride and

elation, we wish to share the

stupendous achievements of

our students in different

Olympiads conducted by the

Silver zone Olympiads.

The key to success is action and the most
essential element in action is, perseverance

Olympiad 

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE
WINNERS 

Lavanya Gajbhiye (4J)
Vanshika Naidu( 4L)
Vanya Singh Poonia(4J)
Zidane Mahir Habeeb(4K) 
Avika Shukla(4B)
Mohammad Yunus(5K)
Anushka Chourey (5M)
Shivansh Saini(5N)

Mohammad Hubaib Baig (8J)
Syed Zenab  Masood(8M)
 Himani Gajbhiye (9K)
Avani Shukla ( 9B)
Mohammad Ibrahim (9M)
Priyanka Jintikar(10N)
Rafia Khanum (10J)
 Ayat Shaukatullah (11 CC3)

The following students have won different medals in different subjects :



Great Things Are Not Done

By Impulse, But By A Series

Of Small Things Brought
Together.

Moon

Mystery

Quiz
Regional Science  Centre, Bhopal
celebrated humanity's first visit
to the Moon as NASA's Apollo 11

spacecraft created history by
landing two astronauts on the

Lunar surface on  20th July 1969.
On this occasion  'Moon Mystery

Quiz' was organised by RSC
Bhopal in which ten students

from classes 8th to 10th
participated and six students 

 bagged individual prizes. 
 

Reem Yasir 
Zaheen Khan 
Isra Riyaz 
Sanidhya Dixit 
Abdullah Israr 
Chayan Jariwala

   The winners  



Our Sports enthusiasts participated in
INTER SCHOOL BADMINTON

TOURNAMENT (UNDER 12 CATEGORY)
PRAYAG JARIWALA of Class 5B won the

Quarter Final match against DPS and  IFZA
KHAN of Class 6N beat SPS to reach the Semi

Finals 
Kuddos to them

GOOD NEWS POURING IN



Opportunities don't happen, you
create them.

MOHAMMAD ABDULLAH HAYAT of  class  12th  Commerce 
 participated in JUNIOR NATIONAL FUTSAL

CHAMPIONSHIP-2022 held for boys &girls at SHARDA
VIDHYA MANDIR,BHOPAL  from 20th to 22nd May 2022.

Abdullah bagged 2nd place  in this tournament .
A proud moment for the school.

Many Congratulations!!!!



Career
Orientation

Programs



An  interactive session was conducted by
FLAME UNIVERSITY in School Library 
 for classes XI and XII regarding liberal
education also informing students about
various career options ,scholarships and 
 subjects available in their stream.It was
an extremely informative session.

Liberal Education:A
world of opportunities



Bal Bhawan School along  with Campus
Coach Team hosted  a Virtual Career
Mentoring Programme enabling the 
 students of grade 9th to 12th to take a

‘Skill based’ decision towards selecting
their Career of choice after 12th.

 

The goal of the Orientation
Programme was to support

school-going students
connect with higher

education experts, towards
further guidance.

 Career Guidance

 
In this programme, expert

Coaches from Campus
Coach team guided the

students to choose the best
career options from the

array of
Campuses,Universities,

Colleges and ‘Empanelled’
Universities.

The Programme was a
massive success.



 
A workshop was organised by Ashoka University for classes
11th and 12th regarding Undergraduate Programme on 26th

July. Their representative Mr .Siddhanth Dafaria briefed
students regarding various courses , career opportunities,
placements according to an individual's interest, skills and

values . He created a road map of streamlined career for the
students.

OPPORTUNITIES 
 DON'T  HAPPEN, YOU

CREATE THEM



Inter-School
Competitions 



FLAMELESS COOKINGFLAMELESS COOKING
COMPETITIONCOMPETITION

It's still magic
even if you

know how it's
done

Food should be fun  to cook
and serve. It enhances

creativity, collaboration and
joy!

An Inter- House Flameless
Cooking Competition was

organised for the students of
Grade 6-8. Students prepared

scrumptious dishes putting up
a  flavorful gourmet.

  Glimpse of the event and... 1-VIKRAM HOUSE
2-AKBAR HOUSE

3-ASHOKA HOUSE & SIDDHARTH
HOUSEResults 



As every competition has
winners, it was very

arduous for our judges to
choose the winners. Yet
they, very meticulously

judged the competition on
the confidence of speech,

message delivered and the
creative way of dressing

up.

The creative geniuses of Bal
Bhawan School chose various
characters for their favourite

stories and dressed up like
them. The children joyfully

participated in the Inter-House
Competition titled " From Page
to Stage."  It was organised for

Grade 2-5 in the school
premises on 26th July, 2022.
The participants amused us

with their creativity, speech,
memory and boundless

imagination shown in their
dress and narration.

 

FROM PAGE TO STAGE



GRADE III

RESULT
DECLARATION

GRADE IV

GRADE V

GRADE II



"Creativity is
intelligence having

Fun"

Winners of the Inter- House
Board Competition are

To give wings to the creativity and imagination of
students, our school organized Inter-House and Inter-

Section Bulletin Board Competition on 19th July '22.The
boards were adorned with vibrant messages, vivid

borders,sketches  to highlight the topic- COMPASSION.
Students participated enthusiastically to put up their best

work on display.

1st Position - Ahshoka House
2nd Position - Akbar House

3rd Position - Vikram House
and Siddharth

Winners of the Inter- Section
Bulletin Board Competition

Primary
2nd N
3rd N
4th B
5th L

High
School
9th M

10th M
11CC3
12CC1

Middle
School

6K
7K
8B

WELL DONE STUDENTS KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!



"The Best Preparation For Tomorrow  Is
Doing Your Best Today"

Zee Tv Sponsored Mindwars  School Quiz was organized at
Bal Bhawan School, on 30th July 2022 for classes 6th to

10th. Around 100 students participated, out of which
twelve were shortlisted for the final round. 

TEAM A
1. Rishi Jeswani

10th N
2. Pratishtha

Shrivas 10th K

TEAM B
1. Avani Shukla

10th L
2. Chayan

Jariwala 10th K

TEAM C
1. Mankeerat Singh

Gandhi 9th B
2. Mohammad
Ibrahim 10th L

TEAM E 
1. Mohd. Hamza

Khan 10th L
2. Vaibhav Kumar

7th J

TEAM F
1. Syed Raahim

Ali 10th N
2. Abdullah Israr

Ahmed 10th K

TEAM D
1. Saima Khan

10th K
2. Swara

Makwana 10th K

The Winners are :-
First - Team B

Second - Team C
Third - Team F

Congratulations

to all the

winners 



Zee TV sponsored
Mindwars  School Quiz 

Here is a
glimpse of the
competition 



New lessons, new opportunities, new
accomplishments and it's just the beginning....
The vision is clear, to take learning beyond its
walls,tailoring learning opportunities to meet

students at their skill level, to engage students in
learning activities which are intentional ,

meaningful  and useful. The month rolled on with
meaningful activities which made students active,
constructive and cooperative. It's not about being
perfect, it's about efforts and we at Bal Bhawan ,

bring that effort every single day and that's where
transformation happens and that's how change

occurs.....

Conclusion


